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Abstract: Computational grids are probably among the most heterogeneous computing systems. However, they are very attractive for their potential computational power. Their
heterogeneity is especially perceptible during the deployment of grid applications. In particular, an automatic and efficient deployment of grid applications on resources requires to
have access to the characteristics of the resources. This paper presents a description model
of (grid) networks which provides a synthetic view of the network topology. The simplicity of the proposed model does not hinder the description of complex network topologies
(asymmetric links, firewalls, non-IP networks, non-hierarchical topologies).
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Modèle de description de topologie réseau
pour le déploiement d’applications
sur grille de calcul
Résumé : Les grilles de calcul font probablement partie des infrastructures de calcul les
plus hétérogènes. Cependant, leur puissance potentielle de calcul présente un intérêt incontestable. L’hétérogénéité des grilles de calcul se manifeste en particulier au moment du
déploiement d’applications sur la grille. Plus précisément, un déploiement automatique
et efficace d’applications sur grille de calcul nécessite de connaître les caractéristiques des
ressources de la grille. Ce papier présente un modèle de description de réseau (de grille
de calcul) qui offre une vision synthétique de la topologie du réseau de communication.
La simplicitié du modèle proposé permet néanmoins la description de topologies réseau
complexes (liens asymétriques, pare-feux, réseaux non IP, topologies non hiérarchiques).
Mots-clés : Service d’information sur la grille, topologie réseau, modèle de description de
ressources, description de ressources de grille de calcul, déploiement d’applications sous
contraintes.
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1 Introduction
Computational grids are probably the most heterogeneous computing systems: they can be
made of computers with different operating systems, various hardware and software, different storage capacities, CPU speeds, network connectivities and technologies. Although
computational grids are attractive for their potential computational power, there are still
difficulties to exploit such highly heterogeneous resources. Deployment is a very important
phase as it bridges the gap between the user (the application) and the grid (the resources).
The first step of the deployment phase consists in selecting a set of resources (including
computers and network connections) satisfying constraints imposed by the application; in
the second step, the application is launched on the selected resources [24]. The first step is
a difficult part of application deployment. Ideally, deployment should be as automatic as
possible: a user should not have to manually select resources. He or she should just have to
specify the application’s requirements. In order to achieve automatic deployment, the characteristics of both the resources and the constraints of the application need to be described
precisely to allow for better, automatic resource selection.
Accurate information about compute nodes, installed software, network connectivity
and performance properties is required [39] for a pertinent deployment. Previous works
succeed in describing properly the compute nodes (CPU speed, memory size, operating
system, etc.), but generally fail to describe the network topology and its characteristics in a
simple, synthetic, and complete way.
This paper presents a network topology description model for computational grids. We target
both simple and complex grids, such as those currently deployed (the Grid Physics Network, GriPhyN [20], or TeraGrid [42]), as well as any grid which can be devised. For example, the model should include network connectivity information and support not purely
hierarchical networks, asymmetric links, firewalls.
The rest of this paper is divided as follows. Section 2 presents some examples of realworld grid network topologies which we need to be able to describe. The related work
with respect to network description is analyzed in Section 3. Our model of a grid network
topology description is introduced in Section 4 and an implementation which extends the
MDS2 module of the Globus Toolkit is presented in Section 5. Section 6 concludes the
paper.

2 Grid Networks
Before deploying the processes of a distributed application on a grid, the compute nodes on
which the application will be run must be selected. This node selection can be constrained
by both user-level and application-level requirements. A user-level constraint is used for
the user’s comfort, such as “I want this application to run in less than two hours.” An
application-level constraint is a requirement imposed by the application developer, like
“this application needs 1 GB of memory.”
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Figure 1: Grid A: a simple grid made of two Fast-Ethernet clusters.

Then, the user-level and application-level constraints must be translated into computerlevel and network-level queries. Ideally, this translation process should be automatic, mixing user-level and application-level constraints as well as information on the behavior of
the application: this very difficult problem is not the focus of this paper. The computer
and network description must make it possible to satisfy such compute-level and networklevel queries as “I want 32 computers connected by a Myrinet-2000 network” or “I want 32
computers connected by a network of at least 1 Gb/s, distant from the visualization host of
IP a.b.c.d by at most 5 ms of latency”.
Note that the process of automatically selecting the resources which will execute the
application to deploy, i.e. mapping the processes onto the compute nodes of a grid, has
already been studied and is out of the scope of this paper: see the work done by the ICENI
project [17, 16], Sekitei [23], Condor’s matchmaking [36] and an extension [25], or [30] for
algorithms which dynamically remap the subtasks of a running application.
Note also that we do not address the issue of feeding the grid information service (GIS)
automatically, or monitoring the network. The network description might be entered manually by administrators at distributed grid sites, or automatically by some monitoring tool
(see subsections 3.4 and 3.8, as well as [6, 11]).
The network must be described accurately enough to answer these queries, and the organization of the information must make it as easy as possible to satisfy them. As the properties of the compute nodes of a grid are usually described properly and accurately (see
Section 3), this paper focuses on the description of the network topology, and this section
presents only examples of real-world grid network topologies which we need to be able
to describe. However, we keep in mind that realistic queries are made of both network
constraints and computer constraints.

2.1 Simple Grids
Figure 1 shows the physical description of a simple grid (Grid A), made of two FastEthernet
 clusters connected together through the Internet. Each cluster is made of three
hosts ( ). The description of such a grid should be as simple as the grid itself.
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Figure 2: Grid B: overlapping of various network technologies.

2.2 Connection to Various Networks
Figure 2 shows the physical description of a grid made of two clusters (Grid B). Both
clusters are equipped with two different networks. Cluster A has Fast-Ethernet and a
Myrinet [5] network; Cluster B has Fast-Ethernet and a Gigabit Ethernet network. Note
that the Gigabit Ethernet cards have IPs which cannot be routed from outside the Gigabit
Ethernet cluster. Note also that Myrinet is not an IP network: the software which grants
an application access to this network may be GM [31], BIP [35] or MX [32]. This case also
encompasses clusters made of nodes with private IPs (i.e., locally valid IPs), should they resort to network address translation (NAT, [38]) or not: routing is not the focus of our work,
but the network description must enclose enough information to start a “forwarder” on
the front-end node of such a cluster at deployment time in order to relay messages to/from
the nodes with private IPs.

2.3 Firewalls, NAT and Asymmetric Links
Grids encompass several administrative, organizational domains. For security reasons, local networks are very often protected against intrusion by firewalls, closing certain TCP/UDP
ports for network traffic coming from certain domains, or resorting to NAT (Network Address Translation [38]). As Figure 3 illustrates (Grid C), the list of open or closed ports can
be arbitrary for network traffic from/to any specific domain: a realistic, accurate network
description must include firewall-related information. Note also that the network traffic
permitted on a link is not symmetric: the open ports on a link may be different depending
on the direction of the flow. The same remark applies for network performance properties,
such as bandwidth on asymmetric links.
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Figure 3: Grid C: firewalls limiting network traffic selectively.
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Figure 4: Grid D: non-hierarchical network.

2.4 Non-Hierarchical Network Topologies
Figure 4 shows an example of non-hierarchical network (Grid D). This network is made
of three Fast-Ethernet clusters. Two clusters only are connected to the Internet. Another
pair of clusters is connected through a private, dedicated high-performance network. Two
clusters are located in the same institute, connected over a Local-Area Network (LAN).
This network configuration is complex, but it is realistic (the authors actually have access
to a similar platform), so the network description must be able to represent a grid such as
Grid D.
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2.5 Heterogeneous Network Description
To put it in a nutshell, a useful, relevant network description must include the following
three pieces of information.
• First, network topology must describe which computers are connected with each other
through a particular network, along with the firewalls, and allowing non-hierarchical
topologies.
• Second, the numerical network performance characteristics must be provided, in terms of
bandwidth (maximum, average, etc.), latency, jitter, loss, etc.
• Third, the resource description must include the various network software or drivers
which enable an application to access a particular (potentially non-IP) network technology, such as Myrinet [5].
This paper focuses on the first aspect of network description, i.e. network topology.

3 Related Work
The issue of describing networks and grid resources has already been tackled. But new
challenges arise with grids: grid network topologies are not limited to the Internet topology, including firewalls, non-IP networks, non-hierarchical topologies, where some computers cannot communicate directly with certain others. Grid networks must be described
in a scalable (likely distributed) manner and with enough accuracy for a relevant deployment, including network software. Approaches based on a per link description miss synthetic, functional topology information. As this synthetic information is usually needed
during the deployment phase [39], it must often be computed. However, this resource consuming computation can be avoided if the information service directly provides a synthetic
view of the network topology.

3.1 Globus MDS
MDS (Monitoring and Discovery Service, [12]) is the Grid Information Service (GIS) of the
Globus Toolkit [18]. MDS allows for flexible, hierarchical, distributed (scalable), extensible
information storage; it is based on an LDAP directory. MDS includes robust authentication
and authorization mechanisms. MDS also supports dynamic sources of information, such
as the Network Weather Service (NWS, [44, 40]).
MDS describes the compute nodes of a grid conveniently and accurately (CPU speed
and number, memory size, disk space, operating system type and version, etc.), but it does
not currently describe network interconnections between computers. Neither does MDS
hold information about the network performance properties between the nodes of a grid.
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3.2 RSD from ZIB
RSD (Resource Service Description, [7, 22]) is “a software architecture for specifying, registering, requesting and accessing resources and services in complex heterogeneous computing environments.” It is developed at Konrad-Zuse-Zentrum für Informationstechnik
in Berlin (ZIB).
RSD allows for dynamically changing performance data of the network resources and it
is not restricted to IP networks. RSD seems to be able to describe any network topology by
specifying each physical network link between any individual computer, router or switch
on a pairwise basis. However, RSD is designed for purely hierarchical network topologies,
so RSD is ill-suited to represent Grid D presented in Subsection 2.4. RSD does not either
take firewalls into account, and its description of each physical link may not be scalable in
a grid environment.

3.3 The NMWG of the GGF
The Network Measurement Working Group (NMWG, [28]) of the Global Grid Forum (GGF)
provides a sound, interoperable way of describing network performance characteristics,
but their work does not focus on network topology description. The proposed recommendation [26] shows a good work on the classification of network characteristics and measurement methodologies, but it does not specify anything precise about network topology
description, while topology description should come before network characteristics description. The NMWG only considers nodes and paths, providing too many details on the
physical connectivity without discussing scalability in a grid environment: for application
deployment, we need a higher-level, logical topology description of a grid.
However, our network topology description model and the performance characteristics
description proposed by the NMWG are complementary.

3.4 Remos
Remos (REsource MOnitoring System, [27]) is a piece of software which allows networkaware applications to obtain relevant network information. Remos represents the logical
network topology using a graph. The nodes of the graph are the computers, and the edges
are the network links. Remos automatically derives the topology of IP-based Local-Area
Networks by performing network performance measurements: Remos is concerned only
with LANs, not grids. Remos does not take firewalls into account, and it is restricted to IP
networks.

3.5 GridLabMDS
GridLab [1] is a project which aims to provide new capabilities for applications to exploit
the power of grid computing. GridLab relies on Globus/MDS (see Subsection 3.1) and
states that the bare MDS system lacks information about network and installed software [2].
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GridLabMDS [3] extends Globus/MDS to describe available software and firewalls by
specifying the open ports on each host. But this is not enough to describe the grid network
precisely: a firewall can be open or closed with respect to specific domains, while GridLabMDS
cannot describe this sort of firewall. Neither does GridLabMDS hold information about the
network topology or the nature of the network links.

3.6 ENV and GridML from SDSC
ENV (Effective Network Views, [37]) is a project developed at San Diego Supercomputer
Center (SDSC). ENV uses an XML dialect (GridML, [19]) to describe a network. This software can represent clusters of computers connected over IP networks only within LocalArea Networks (LANs). Thus, it is not adapted to describe computational grids. GridML
also assumes purely hierarchical network topologies only, it does not take firewalls into
account and it is restricted to IP networks.

3.7 GridG and RGIS Relational Database
GridG [29] is a grid network topology generator useful to realistically simulate the resources of a grid and designed to evaluate middleware systems for computational grids.
However, GridG only considers purely hierarchical IP-based networks. GridG does not
either take firewalls into account.
RGIS [14] is a Relational Grid Information Service system based on a relational database.
This approach allows composition of information (“joins” in the database language) to answer such complex queries as those presented in Subsection 2 in order to map the processes of an application to the resources of a grid. RGIS describes the network topology
in a point-to-point manner, specifying every network link between any two computers.
However, joins over numerous database tables at distributed locations have the potential
for introducing serious performance problems. As RGIS relies on GridG, it is restricted to
IP networks and does not take firewalls into account.

3.8 TopoMon
TopoMon [13] is a monitoring tool for grid networks which augments NWS [44, 40] with
topology information: it uses traceroute to discover the network topology between the
monitored sites, tracking down shared network paths over the Internet. As TopoMon relies
on NWS, it is restricted to IP networks. The network topology is described on a pairwise basis, TopoMon even describes the intermediate hops on a path from one machine
to another machine of the Internet in order to capture shared network links: it does not
provide a scalable, logical description of the network.
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3.9 Miscellaneous Related Works
A few other works [8, 15] consider the topology of the Internet and represent it in a hierarchical manner with Wide-Area, Metropolitan-Area and Local-Area Networks (WANs,
MANs, LANs). A computational grid cannot be described like the Internet, because it also
includes dedicated, high-performance, specific (potentially non-IP-based) networks such
as Myrinet clusters.
Topology-d [33] computes logical network topologies automatically, but does not support firewalls and it is restricted to IP-based networks.

4 Our Proposed Grid Network Description Model
4.1 Logical Topology and Network Grouping
Since we aim to use our grid network description in order to select nodes before mapping
an application to the resources of a grid, we need a functional description of the network.
This goal is achieved by representing a logical network topology and by grouping together
the computers with common network characteristics.
As most related works, we describe a logical network topology, in contrast with the
physical network topology. That consists in not representing all the physical network connections. For instance, Figures 1, 2, 3, 4 model the Internet connection using just one logical
link, while multiple physical paths may interconnect different Internet domains.
To serve our purpose of application deployment, the network topology description does
not need to be aware of any switch or router, neither does it need to represent every single
network link. This assertion contradicts the assumptions made by TopoMon (see Subsection 3.8) which claims that representing shared network links is essential for a good grid
network topology description. First, the effect of shared links is that the communication
performance can decrease over certain network paths at certain time periods: rather than
including this effect in the network topology, we choose a more functional network description by including the effect of shared links in the numerical network properties, such
as jitter, bandwith variance (in time) with respect to its average value, etc. all the more so as
our description model accepts dynamic values. Second, network congestion may not come
from the shared link on a network path, which is usually a backbone link, but it may stem
from a lower performance connection of an institution to the Internet backbone. Third,
accurate topological knowledge about shared network links might reveal useless because
traffic on the shared links of the Internet’s backbone is totally unpredictable, and we have
no control over it.
All the grid network topology description needs to include is the fact that a certain
set of computers are connected together over the same sub-network, and that those computers have roughly the same communication characteristics while communicating with
each other. So the computers are registered to network groups, depending on how many
sub-networks they belong to. Thus, the common communication capabilities (end-to-end
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bandwidth, latency, loss) of the computers belonging to the same sub-network are entered
only once as attributes of the network group, as well as the software available to access
particular network technologies (BIP, GM or MX for a Myrinet network, for instance).

4.2 Benefits of Network Grouping
Network grouping makes the node selection phase easier because it supplies a synthetic
view of the network topology. Intuitively, grouping replaces a “join” (in the database language) for free, since the information about the network is already “pre-compiled”. As
we do not describe each individual link, our description is more compact. We also claim
that network grouping makes sense because end-to-end network performance properties
are roughly the same between any two computers of a sub-network like a dedicated cluster or a Local-Area Network (see Subsection 4.4 for exceptions): the network performance
characteristics can be described as attributes of the network groups using the results of the
NMWG from the GGF (see Subsection 3.3). Finally, a network group may be mapped to a
multicast group, specifying in just one place that all hosts and/or sub-networks belonging
to the network group can communicate together by using multicast messages.

4.3 Graph of Network Groups
We describe the topology of a grid using a directed acyclic graph (DAG). The nodes of our
grid network description graph correspond to the network groups introduced in Subsection 4.1 or to the computers (which can be considered as network groups made of just one
host).
The oriented edges of our description graph correspond to network group inclusions:
network groups can have parent or child network groups and the edges are oriented from
a parent network group to a child network group. In other words, a child network group
represents a sub-network of its parent network group.
For instance, Grid B shown in Figure 2 would be described with the graph of Figure 5.
Myrinet in Cluster A, Gigabit in Cluster B and Internet are three independent network
groups available to Grid B. Figure 5 also contains a particular node named “root node”
whose goal is to solve the problem of non-hierarchical grids.
A non-hierarchical grid is a grid composed of independent networks. For example,
Grid D of Subsection 2.4 contains three independent networks. To handle this sort of situation, a special node is always present in our proposed model: the “root node”. This
particular node represents the whole grid by listing all the independent networks which
belong to the grid. The “root node” has no parent, and all its children are independent network groups: this organization reflects the non-hierarchical nature of a grid topology and
permits to describe Grid D of Subsection 2.4 as shown in Figure 6. The leaves of the graph,
defined as the graph nodes which have one or more parents but no children, correspond to
the computers of the grid.
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Figure 5: Network graph describing the topology of Grid B.
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Figure 6: Network graph describing the topology of Grid D.

The properties of a network group (available software for network access, network performance characteristics) can be specified as attributes of the corresponding node of the
graph. If a child network group does not define a property among the attributes of its
node, then this property is inherited from its parent nodes. As shown on Figure 6, a child
network node may have several parents, meaning that the child network group is included
in several parent network groups. The network description graph must be consistent, preventing different properties from being inherited from the possibly various parents of a
child node.
The fundamental difference between related works and our description graph is the nature
of the objects which we map to the nodes and edges of the network description graph.
Related works map the computers to the nodes of a graph and the network links to the
edges of the graph, while our network grouping allows for another mapping where the
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Root Node: Grid C
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[9, 11] [21, 31]

Figure 7: Network graph describing the topology of Grid C.

edges of the graph represent network group inclusions. Our mapping is more scalable
because it yields less edges: several network links are implicitly gathered into a single
network group.

4.4 Asymmetric Links, Firewalls and NAT
To support asymmetric network links (in terms of open or closed ports with firewalls or
in terms of network performance properties, see Subsection 2.3), exceptions can be declared
within a network group enumerating its child nodes. An exception overrides (possibly
partially) the parent network groups’ inherited properties. Those exceptions can even be
network group specific, meaning that an exception may not concern all the sibling network
groups, but only one or a few.
Grid C illustrated on Figure 3 is described by the graph on Figure 7: all three domains
(A, B, C) are registered to the (parent) Internet network group. As the Internet network
group declares that there are no firewalls restricting the communications (as a general rule),
exceptions must be specified while registering the three child network groups. Domain B
will mention that it accepts no network connections from Domain A, but it will not need
to specify that it accepts all connections from Domain C because that is the general rule,
inherited from the parent Internet network group.
To describe a set of computers subject to network address translation (NAT), a network
group can include hosts with private IP addresses and hold a pointer to one or more NAT
gateways (or relay hosts) which are responsible for network address translation and message forwarding.
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5 Implementation
This section deals with practical issues. First, it shows that the proposed model is quite simple to integrate into an existing resource information service. Second, the implementation
and the model are validated by registering examples of grids.
We chose to extend version 2 of MDS to describe grid network topologies following our
model because MDS2 is widely deployed and applied, flexible and easily extensible. MDS2
also permits new network groups to register dynamically to the grid. However, our grid
network description model is not bound to MDS2: we simply handle XML descriptors,
which can be stored by any means, including MDS, description files accessed through the
HTTP protocol (possibly HTTPS), etc. We could also have expressed our description by
using an extension of RDF (Resource Description Framework, [21]), an XML dialect used
to describe the metadata information about the resources of a grid.

5.1 Network Group Manager
The information concerning a network group is held by a computer called the “network
group manager” chosen by a network group administrator. This manager must be accessible (i.e., with no firewall obstructing communications) from the application deployment
client which needs the information held by the manager to select resources.
Updating and maintaining the network topology and performance properties is easier
as information is gathered in one point (thanks to network grouping) for a whole network
group rather than scattered on each network link description. More than one manager
may be chosen for fault tolerance reasons, but that would require to maintain consistency
among the information held by the all the managers of a network group.

5.2 MDS2-only Implementation
In an earlier implementation, the network topology description graph was mapped to a
hierarchical MDS: the child network groups maintained a list of parent nodes which they
were registered to, and parent network groups also maintained a list of their child nodes.
MDS2 already provides the list of child nodes registered to a parent node, using gridinfo-search -s base giisregistrationstatus. We just needed to add a simple
Information Provider script into MDS2 to find out the list of the parent nodes by reading an already existing MDS2 configuration file, namely etc/grid-info-resourceregistration.conf.
We described the new data we needed to add into MDS2.4 by defining LDAP schema
entries: around 40 LDAP schema entries were added to describe the network topology. The
extended version of MDS2 remained inter-operable with the original MDS2.
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5.3 Implementation Indenpendent of Grid Technology
The earlier implementation required consistency to be maintained among the information
held by the parent and child network groups, since there was a double linkage from the parent groups referencing their children and from the child groups referencing their parents.
So we moved to another implementation, which is not bound to MDS2 any longer. The
latter implementation does not map the network topology description graph to a hierarchical MDS: the description graph is made of a set of distributed XML descriptors, possibly
hosted by a single binary LDAP entry in MDS2. By doing so, we lose the filtering capabilities of LDAP, since all the information held by an MDS server is contained in an XML file
which an LDAP server cannot parse. However, we make it easier for a future transition to
Globus3/OGSI or Globus4/Web Services, and we find it more convenient to handle XML
rather than LDAP format, especially with the powerful XML filtering capabilities of Xpath
or Xquery.
As shown on Figure 8, the XML descriptor essentially holds two kinds of elements: grid
nodes and GIS references (grid information service). Grid nodes correspond to network groups:
they can be structural or represent a computational resource, accessed using a Globus2
gatekeeper for instance, but other job submission methods are also possible (like SSH). A
structural grid node is simply a list of child network groups: those child grid nodes may be
described in the same XML file or in an XML descriptor which can be obtained using a GIS
reference. A GIS reference is a method for retrieving an XML descriptor, using either MDS2
or HTTP, etc.
In the XML descriptor, the parents have pointers to their child network groups. The
program which reads this information and parses the XML data maintains a double linkage
from the parent to the child grid nodes, and from the children to the parent network groups.
This double linkage allows to find out whether and how two computers can communicate
with each other (we just need to scan all their common parent network groups) and to
retrieve all the computers which belong to a network group (using the list of child grid
nodes).
A network topology XML descriptor can be retrieved from MDS2, from a local file, from
HTTP or HTTPS protocols. Future extensions may allow more XML information sources.
Currently, an XML descriptor may contain the description of one or several grid nodes, and
it may also point to other, distributed XML information sources (HTTP reference, MDS2
pointer, etc.) Figure 8 shows a partial description of Grid B (see Subsection 2.2). Two grid
nodes are defined in this XML file:
• “root_grid_B” is a structural network group which has three child network groups,
“myrinet”, “internet”, “gigabit”;
• “myrinet” is a grid node which represents a computational resource with 128 CPUs
and a Globus2 gatekeeper for job submission.
The child network nodes “internet” and “gigabit” are described in other XML descriptors,
which can be obtained respectively through MDS2 and HTTP, as specified by the two GIS
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<network_description>
<grid_node id="root_grid_B" type="struct">
<child_node id="myrinet"/>
<child_node id="internet" gis="inet_mds2"/>
<child_node id="gigabit" gis="Gbit_http"/>
</grid_node>
<grid_node id="myrinet" type="globus2">
<node_count>64</node_count>
<cpu_count>128</cpu_count>
<gatekeeper_host>a.b.c.d</gatekeeper_host>
<gatekeeper_port>2119</gatekeeper_port>
</grid_node>
<gis id="inet_mds2" type="globus_mds_2">
<mds_host>paracisrv.irisa.fr</mds_host>
<mds_port>2135</mds_port>
</gis>
<gis id="Gbit_http" type="http">
<url>http://www.irisa.fr/Gbit_netw.xml</url>
</gis>
</network_description>

Figure 8: XML partial description of Grid B.

XML elements. This allows the deployment planner (or resource selection algorithm) to get
information on more resources if needed (upon request) instead of having all information
about all the grid resources right from the start. For instance, we have implemented a
simple, round-robin deployment planner which allocates processes to be deployed to the
first grid resources discovered: only the needed resources are queried, thus avoiding to
handle a huge mass of data.
Figure 9 shows an excerpt from the XML descriptor of Grid C (see Figures 3 and 7): it
illustrates how attributes can be attached to grid nodes as well as the mechanism to describe
exceptions within a network group (see Subsection 4.4). This XML file partially describes
the grid node corresponding to network group “Internet”. This group has three children:
“Domain_A” through “Domain_C”. The first “network_properties” XML element specifies
the general properties of the “Internet” network group since no “source” or “destination”
attribute is specified for this XML element: all TCP and UDP ports are open. The second
“network_properties” XML element means that all TCP and UDP communications from
“Domain_A” are rejected by “Domain_B”. The third “network_properties” XML element
restricts the possible communications from “Domain_C” to “Domain_A”, opening only
UDP port 450 and TCP ports ranging from 11 to 71. The last “network_properties” XML
element specifies that only the union of ports [9, 11] [21, 31] is open for TCP.
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<network_description>
<grid_node id="Internet" type="struct">
<child_node id="Domain_A"/>
<child_node id="Domain_B"/>
<child_node id="Domain_C"/>
<network_properties udp_port_policy="allopen" tcp_port_policy="allopen"/>
<network_properties source="Domain_A" destination="Domain_B"
udp_port_policy="allclosed" tcp_port_policy="allclosed"/>
<network_properties source="Domain_C" destination="Domain_A"
udp_port_policy="allclosed" tcp_port_policy="allclosed">
<udp_ports>
<min_port>450</min_port>
<max_port>450</max_port>
</udp_ports>
<tcp_ports>
<min_port>11</min_port>
<max_port>71</max_port>
</tcp_ports>
</network_properties>
<network_properties source="Domain_B" destination="Domain_C"
tcp_port_policy="allclosed">
<tcp_ports>
<min_port>9</min_port>
<max_port>11</max_port>
</tcp_ports>
<tcp_ports>
<min_port>21</min_port>
<max_port>31</max_port>
</tcp_ports>
</network_properties>
</grid_node>
</network_description>

Figure 9: XML partial description of Grid C.
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Our network topology description model could host the description of any mix of
Grid A, Grid B, Grid C, Grid D (see Section 2) we could imagine.

6 Conclusion and Future Work
The actual, efficient utilization of grids depends on an effective deployment of applications
on grid resources. One major source of difficulty stems from the heterogeneity of the resources
including compute nodes and networks. While the description of the compute nodes of a grid
is relatively well mastered, the network description of grids is not yet suitable for constrained
deployments of applications on grids.
This paper has presented a description model for grid networks. This model provides
a synthetic view of the network topology. The model which we propose is also simple,
namely thanks to the possibility for a network group to inherit properties from its parent network groups. However, this simplicity does not hinder the description of complex
network topologies (asymmetric links, firewalls, non-IP networks, non-hierarchical topologies). Finally, our description model aims to be complete by including the necessary information about the software available to access particular network technologies and allowing
for specification of network performance properties.
This model is useful not only to deploy applications (resource selection, see [39]), but
also to schedule algorithms by making proper decisions [10, 9, 43] as well as for grid generators designed for simulation [29].
Our next step is to focus on a model for automatic deployment of component-based
applications on a computational grid [24]. The software component model [41, 4, 34] which
advocates a programming model based on the composition of (reusable and) independent
units of deployment emphasizes the deployment phase as a separate step, independent of
the programming phase. To this end, an adequate network topology model is required.
However, we will probably need to extend the component assembly description as network
constraints are generally not taken into account.
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